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[ Answer question no. One (1) & any four (4) from the rest]

1. What are the different types of coupling schemes of orbital and spin
angular momenta? Explain with various diagrams and give examples of
each.

2. What do you mean by normal Zeeman effect? Deduce the expression of
Zeeman shift.
If the normal Zeeman components of 500 nm spectral line are 0.116 nm
apart in a magnetic field of 1.OT, then calculate the value of' e/ m' of
electron.

3. What do you mean by Doppler effect? Explain how Doppler effect
contributes to the breadth of the spectral line.
Calculate Doppler broadening at 12000C for Argon ion transition at 488 nm.

4. What are the drawbacks of the harmonic oscillator model of a diatomic
molecule? How these drawbacks are removed by introducing anharonicity?
Write down the expression of the vibrational energy of an anharmonic
diatomic molecule. Deduce the expression for the frequency of
fundamental, first order and second order overtones and first hot band
transition. Give the expression of Morse potential.

5. Explain the quantum. theory of Raman effect to calculate the frequencies of
Stokes and anti-Stokes lines. Why classical theory is not sufficient to explain
Raman effect? Describe the rotational Raman spectra of 1602 molecule and
write the frequencies of first Stokes and first anti-Stokes lines. What do you
mean by polaizability ellipsoid?

6. Explain briefly the characteristics of a laser which distinguish them from
ordinary light. What do you mean by Spontaneous and Stimulated
emissions? Explain the principle of population inversion.
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7. Explain briefly the construction and operation of He-Ne laser. State the (8+2=10)
function of Brewster's windows in He-Ne laser.

8. What is holography? State the basic principle of holography and explain the (1+1+8=10)
briefly the steps of its construction.
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[PART-A: Objective]

Ch.o.os.eJ:.~nswe[ from the follilwing; 1x20=20

1. Diffused spectral line is emitted by
D a. H2 b.Na c.Cd d.Hg

2. The number of vibrational modes of C02 molecule common in both Raman and IR is
D a. Zero b. One c. Two d. Three

3. The rotational constant of 14N2is 2 cm+. If the wave number of incident radiation in
a Raman spectrometer is 20487 crrrt, the wave number of first Stokes lines (in crrrt)
of 14Nz is

D a. 20475 b. 20499 c. 20479 d. 20495

4. Rotational energy level with even value of J is missing for the molecule
D a. o, b. Nz c. Hz d. D2

5. The nucleus which do not exhibit NMR spectra isD a. "liB b.180 C.31P d.35CI

6. The numbers of fine structure line of Ha line is
D a. 3 b.5 c.4 d.6

7. The electronic state not allowed for He atom is
D a. 2 3S b. 1 3S C.2 3p d. 2 Ip

8. The energy state which lie deepest is
D a. IPI b.3Po C.3Pl d.3Pz

9. The value 'm' in the expression of wave number of diffuse series of alkali metal
(2, up)<- (m, UD) is given byD a. m z I bm z Z crn z S d.m~4

10. If reduced mass is doubled then the vibrational frequency is
a. increased by a factor "2 b. increased by a factor 2

D c. decreased by a factor 2 d. unchanged

11. The spacing between the rotational spectral lines of HF is 40 cm-i. The
corresponding spacing between rotational line in DF molecule is

a. 30 cm-t
b. 7.5 cm-t
c. 20 crrrt
d. 60 cm-t

D

12. The selection rule for P and R branches of rotational fine structure in vibrational
transition are respectively

a. LlJ= +1 &-1
b. LlJ= 0 &+1
c. LlJ= -1 &+1
d. LlJ= -1 & 0

D

13. The angular spread 11() of the far field beam ofa laser of wavelength 'A' is related
to the aperture diameter 'd' by

a. M=~
d2

b. ;.2
11() = -

d
C. M = 3.

d
d. M =!!;.

14. If the relative band width of light sources is S = M, (where M) is line-width and 190190

is central frequency), then the condition for absolute monochromaticity is
a. 1119 = 1
b. M =-1
c. 1119 = 00

d. M=O

D

D

15. The ratio of Einstein's A and B coefficient of transitions in energy levels is given by
a. ~ = hw

B :n:2C3

b. A = hw

D c.
B :n:c
A :n:2C3

-=--
B hw

d. ~= 0
B

16. Resonant frequency of an open resonator is given by
a. w = C:n:q

LT)
b. w = CT)q

:n:L

DC. w = l:!L
C:n:q

d. w = ~ (the terms have their usual meaning)
:n:T)L

/



17. In He-Ne laser, the aim of keeping Ne pressure much below that of He is to
a. get continuous wave laser oscillation

D b. stop energy transfer from Ne to He
c. both (a) and (b)
d. none of these
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18. Brewster windows are used in He-Ne laser system to reduce the
a. polarization loss

D h. reflection loss
c. refraction loss
d. bending loss

19. Quality factor of a laser cavity (Q) is related to the line width of the laser (~w) as
a. Q=~ lJ.wD h. Q=lJ.:

c. Q = w.~w
d. Q = exp ( - lJ.wJ
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20. Holographic process records the

a. reflected light
D h. refracted light

c. inverted light
d. none of above
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